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I really enjoyed listening to and learned a lot from Jacob's section lectures. He was extremely
organized and clearly passionate about the subject matter.
Jake is an amazing TF. He is someone who I think actually cares about the entire class, not only
as students but also as people. He was always on top of planning and organization for the
course, and the few sections of his that I did attend were very well done and helped to clarify
some of the more difficult concepts in the course.
He is so great at explaining! He could fully teach the class
Jake is an awesome TF – he is super accessible outside of class and I'm continually impressed by
his dedication to explaining and clarifying content matter to students (during OH and section),
and also running this course efficiently (on Canvas and in person).
Jacob was an extremely attentive and helpful section leader and TF. He responded in a timely
manner, was receptive to questions, explained things in an accessible way and encouraged
participation
Jake is the most organized man ever. Also very helpful at providing support outside of class and
answering student questions.
Jake is very on top of this class and does a great job clearly communicating the requirement and
logistics of the course. Jake's sections were honestly my favorite because they communicated
content concisely yet clearly and gave a really good sense of what the key things we needed to
learn were.
Jake has been extremely helpful in breaking down concepts and been very accessible outside of
class. he is an amazing person and teacher I hope he continues with this class.
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Jake is an excellent teacher – he has an impressive ability to break down complicated economics
and communicate ideas to students, meaning the conversations I had with him were an integral
part of my learning in the course
Jake was a great TF this semester! He was very clear with his explanations and was happy to
walk me through problems during office hours or answer my (many) emails in a very detailed
way that made a lot of concepts clearer. He also responded very quickly to my emails which was
helpful and addressed all of the parts of any questions that I asked him.
Invaluable asset to the course. Very knowledgeable and helpful in explaining some of the tricker
concepts. I am grateful for how much work the TA's put into the section reviews, problem sets,
study materials, and review sessions.
Loved section. Jake was incredible with the midterm exam review and I felt really prepared for
that test. Additionally, I always felt more mastery of the material after going to Friday sections.

